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Abstract: Sales Forecasting plays an important role in business. It provides appropriate and dependable information about the 
past and present events and likely future events. Nowadays, predicting sales has become a common method but not many known 
approaches are applied. Sales forecasting works as a vital data input to organizational development. Machine Learning 
techniques are very effective tools in extracting hidden knowledge from vast dataset to boost the precision and effectiveness of 
estimating sales. Supervised Machine Learning is being used by many organizations to identify and solve business problems. The 
proposed methodology is to use regression to do a comparative study on sales forecasting. Here, three regression techniques, 
which are Linear Regression, Ridge Regression, and LASSO Regression are discussed in detail. The accuracy in sales prediction 
offers a big positive impact on business. All the regression techniques are giving excellent outcome for R-squared and RMSE 
value. The perfect result would be an RMSE value of zero and R-squared value of 1, but that's almost impossible in real 
economic datasets. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Big data is defined by the size of a dataset. Data sets are mostly vast measuring tens of terabytes. Big data analytics is the process of 
mining useful information by evaluating different types of data sets. It is used to find hidden patterns, market trends, consumer 
preferences, and a lot more for benefiting organization’s decision making. 
Businesses are concentrating more on agility and uniqueness rather than consistency and implementing the big data technologies 
help the companies achieve that in no time. Big data analytics has not only allowed the firms to stay updated with the changing 
aspects but has also let them predict the future trends, sales giving a competitive edge. 
Patterns can then be found in historic and transactions of data and can be used to categorize risks and opportunities in the 
future. Main role of predictive analytics in relation to predicting is models can find relationships among various factors and measure 
risk with a specific set of detailed conditions, and then allocate a score to the risk assessment. When this is used business get two 
outcomes: 
1) Complete Coverage involves considering all data sources, combining it all to give an accurate prediction. 
2) Detecting changes, using Machine Learning businesses can determine the repeating patterns in the enormous datasets. All the 

business organizations are alerted if any change is detected so as to improve their performance. 
“Any sales prediction should be thought of as a best guess about customer demand for a vendor’s goods or services, during a 
particular time horizon, given a set of assumptions about the environment.” (Moon & Mentzer, 1999) 
Sales forecasting is, as the statement above tells, a best guess about customer demand for a vendor’s goods in a particular 
time period. How this is made depends on whether one using a qualitative or a quantitative method. Its’ purpose is to, as 
accurately as possible, try to predict what quantity of goods or services will be sold, and by doing that, try to decrease 
the costs for inventory and conveyance. A prediction works as a management control system and has almost the same 
attributes as a budget, although there are relevant differences between the two. A prediction can be expressed in both 
financial and physical units whereas a budget is expressed only in financial units. A prediction can be for any period and 
has not an obligation to meet the prediction outcomes. 
A cost/benefit analysis is a useful instrument when deciding the timeliness of predictions within the organization. A 
constant estimating schedule cost money and if they are not done correctly, the cost will exceed the benefits and it will 
therefore not prove to be a beneficial investment. Even though the predictions are made in a good way there might still be 
problems. 
One of the big issues with the sales predictions is regarding the accuracy of it, especially if the organization sets its plans 
based on what the prediction predicts. Whether the organization uses judgmental techniques or a more statistical 
approach to prediction their sales, the important thing is that they are accurate. 
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If an organization is collecting data in a particular pattern, and they want to add some new features in the existing data they have to 
wait for the financial year to end or they can purchase the missing data. Figure 1.1 shows how the existing data can still be used with 
the missing data, but it will affect the accuracy, it will also be more time consuming, it will require more assumptions and will have 
to model the missing data. 

 
Figure 1.1 Working with Existing Data [15] 

Some methods can predict the missing values of other variables with existing data on specific variables. Let’s take an example, 
where an organization has its prices and sales for two years, and they have a history of its competitors’ prices for 1.5 years, a 
simulation can determine the missing competitive prices. Classifiers foresee the missing values based on other independent values 
whose data is provided.  
A Prediction model is used to get an estimate of the missing values, the data set has to be divided into two parts; first part being the 
existing data while the second being the missing data. The first part will become the train set, while the missing values in the second 
part become the forecast target.  

II.LITERATURE SURVEY 
Pavlyshenko [1] has used machine-learning models for sales predictive analytics. The main goal of his paper was to consider main 
approaches and case studies of using machine learning for sales forecasting. The accuracy on the validation set is an important 
indicator for choosing an optimal number of iterations of machine-learning algorithms. Author suggested as the next level model, 
Lasso regression can be used. Huang et.al [2] proposed a Dependency SCOR-topic Sentiment (DSTS) model to analyze the online 
textual reviews and predict sales performance. Their analysis is limited to online users who leave reviews at a Chinese review 
website. Hence, this analysis focuses on review texts written in Chinese. It would be interesting if future research expands the study 
to a global context. Sunitha et.al [3] said Intelligent Decision Analytical System requires integration of decision analysis and 
predictions. The results are summarized in terms of reliability and accuracy of efficient techniques taken for prediction and 
forecasting. The studies found that the best fit model is Gradient Boost Algorithm, which shows maximum accuracy in forecasting 
and future sales prediction. Loureiro et.al [4] used Decision Trees, Random Forest, Support Vector Regression, Artificial Neural 
Networks and Linear Regression. The model employing deep learning was found to have good performance to predict sales in 
fashion retail market, however for part of the evaluation metrics considered, it does not perform significantly. The results 
demonstrate that the use of DNN and other data mining techniques for performing sales forecasting in the fashion retail industry 
when there is no historical sales data is very promising. Nunnari et.al [5] have presented a case study concerning the forecasting of 
monthly retail time series recorded by the US Census Bureau from 1992 to 2016. The numerical results obtained, show that between 
the two neural networks approaches, the NF slightly outperform the NN models for the considered task.  Kui Zhao et.al [6] have 
tested their approach on a real-world dataset from CaiNiao.com and it demonstrates strong performance. There are several 
interesting problems to be investigated in our further works: Is it possible to find the most important indicators for sales forecast 
from the raw log data by deep neural networks; It will be very appealing to find a unified framework for extracting features 
automatically from all types of data. Frank M. Thiesing et.al [7] have said that Neural networks trained with the back-propagation 
algorithm are applied to predict the future values of time series that consist of the weekly demand on item Their program runs a 
prototype and handles only a small subset of the supermarket’s inventory. Future work will concentrate on the integration of our 
forecasting tool into the whole enterprise data flow process. Oliver Vornberger et.al [8] have said artificial neural networks are 
applied to a short-term forecast of the sale of articles in supermarkets. The times series of sales, prices and advertising campaigns 
are modelled to fit into feedforward multilayer perceptron networks that are trained by the backpropagation algorithm. The aim of 
their research is to develop a forecasting system for supermarkets. The system will reduce stock-keeping costs by flexible 
adaptability to changing circumstances. Efendigil et.al [9] presented a comparative forecasting methodology regarding too uncertain 
customer demands in a multi-level supply chain (SC) structure via neural techniques. Future research will perform various ANN 
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types and aforementioned neuro-fuzzy systems to make a similar approach. Doganis et.al [10] have said that for the food industry, 
successful sales forecasting systems can be very beneficial, due to the short shelf-life of many food products and the importance of 
the product quality which is closely related to human health. In a future study they will show how additional information, like price, 
promotions, etc. can be explicitly taken into account in the development of the time series model. Cerqueira et.al [11] presented an 
approach based on arbitrating, in which several forecasting models are dynamically combined to obtain predictions Finally, since 
diversity is a fundamental component in ensemble methods, they proposed a method for explicitly handling the inter-dependence 
between experts when aggregating their predictions. The main point for improvement is the scalability of the method. 
Papacharalampous et.al [12] conducted each simulation experiment twice; the first-time using time series of 100 values and the 
second time using time series of 300 values. The empirical investigation shows that in the given finite space, formed by simulated 
and annual river discharge time series, the no free lunch theorem is still satisfied. Abudu et.al [13] used two different types of 
monthly streamflow data (original and depersonalized data) were used to develop time series and Jordan-Elman ANN models using 
previous flow conditions as predictors. The forecasting models used by them presented in their study is limited to applications 
within the study basin and with observed specific conditions. Future enhancement should be conducted to identify potential 
predictors and build forecasting models using ANN models and/or other more advanced modeling methods, to improve forecasting. 
Ahmed et.al [14] considered multilayer perceptron models, Bayesian neural networks, radial basis functions, generalized regression 
neural networks (also called kernel regression), K-nearest neighbor regression, CART regression trees, support vector regression, 
and Gaussian processes. The study reveals significant differences between the different methods. The best two methods turned out 
to be the multilayer perceptron and the Gaussian process regression. In addition to model comparisons, they had tested different 
preprocessing methods and have shown that they have different impacts on the performance. 

III.METHODOLOGY 
The regression method of forecasting involves examining the relationship between two different variables, known as the dependent 
and independent variables. Suppose that you want to forecast future sales for your firm and you've noticed that sales rise or fall, 
depending on whether the gross domestic product goes up or down. Using statistical formulas, predictive analytics might predict the 
sales for a period of time. The regression method of forecasting means studying the relationships between data points, which can 
help you to: 
1) Predict sales in the near and long term. 
2) Understand inventory levels. 
3) Understand supply and demand. 
4) Review and understand how different variables impact all of these things. 
A comparative study using the regression techniques will be studied here to predict the error rate of the business sales. 
Projection of past sales approach is easy to implement. It’s also the most used approach, and also a safe method for organizations 
involved in more or less steady industries. Though, in many cases, this is not reliable and also this can’t be adopted in the case of 
new products or by uprising companies. 
Products in use analysis, is based on two norms, firstly, the future marketplace for a product will vary in direct share to the quantity 
already in use, and secondly, it also gives an estimate that the present and past users of the product of a concern will continue to 
utilize the same in future. 
Industry prediction and distribution of sales to the industry estimates its sales by applying a certain amount to the sales forecast of 
the entire industry. This method is very simple and also it is fast and is not costly. 
Statistical demand analysis, the important aspects which are probably to cause variations in the sales, such as the population, 
disposable income in the hands of the people, the prices of the products, advertising programs, etc., are evaluated, and on the base of 
such an evaluation, sales estimation is made by a firm for its brand.  

A.  Regression 
Regression analysis is one of the most vital fields for research in the area of ML and statistics. It is based on identifying for relations 
in between variables. It is a form of predictive modelling technique which examines the relationship between 
a dependent and independent variable (s). This method is used for forecasting, for example, relation between rash driving 
and number of road accidents by a driver is best examined through regression. There are multiple benefits of using regression 
analysis. They are as follows: 
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1) It indicates the significant relations between dependent and independent variable in the dataset used. 
2) It indicates the strength of impact of multiple independent variables on a dependent variable. 
Regression analysis also allows to compare the effects of variables measured on different scales, such as the effect of price changes 
and the number of publicity activities. These benefits help market researchers / data analysts / data scientists to remove and 
estimate the best set of variables to be used for developing predictive models. 

B.  Linear Regression 
It is one of the most widely known modeling techniques. The flow of this technique is shown in Figure 3.1. In this technique, the 
dependent variable is continuous whereas the independent variable(s) can be continuous or discrete. It establishes a relationship 
between dependent variable (Y) and one or more independent variables (X) using a best fit straight line (also known as the line of 
regression). It is represented by an equation, 
Y = a + b * X + e [17] 
where a is intercept, b is slope of the line and e is error term. This equation can be used to predict the value of target variable based 
on given predictor variable(s). It tries to bond a relationship between two variables by fitting a linear equation to observed data, 
where, one variable is considered to be a descriptive variable, and the other a dependent variable.  

 
Figure 3.1 Linear Regression Model [18] 

C.  Ridge Regression 
It performs L2 regularization where in it adds a factor of the sum of squares of coefficients in the optimization objective.  It is an 
extension of linear regression where the loss function is improved to minimize the complexity of the model. This alteration is done 
by adding a penalty parameter that is correspondent to the square of the magnitude of the coefficients. 
Loss function = OLS + alpha * summation (squared coefficient values) [17] 
Above, Ordinary least squares (OLS) method, works by minimizing the sum of squares of residuals (actual value - predicted value) 
and loss function, alpha is the parameter we need to select. A low alpha value can lead to over-fitting, whereas a high alpha value 
can lead to under-fitting. 

D.  LASSO Regression 
Lasso regression, or the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator, is also an alteration of linear regression. Here there are 2 
key words with utmost importance – ‘absolute’ and ‘selection’.  
It performs L1 regularization, i.e., it adds a factor of sum of absolute value of coefficients in the optimization objective. 
Here, the loss function is modified to minimize the complexity of the model by limiting the sum of the absolute values of the model 
coefficients (also called the l1-norm). 
The loss function for Lasso Regression can be expressed as below: 
Loss function = OLS + alpha * summation (absolute values of the magnitude of the coefficients) [17] 
Above, Ordinary least squares (OLS) method, works by minimalizing the sum of squares of residuals (actual value - predicted 
value) and loss function, alpha is the penalty parameter which needs to be selected. Using an L1 norm constraint forces some weight 
values to zero to allow other coefficients to take non-zero values. 
Lasso Regression holds all the norms of the Linear Regression, such as:  
1) The response variable is normally distributed.  
2) There is a linear relationship between the response and the explanatory variables.  
3) The random errors are normally distributed, have constant (equal) variances at any point in X, and are independent. 
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IV.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The structure of the dataset containing – 1500000 observations of 14 variables, and giving the summary statistics of the variables is 
shown in Figure 5.1. Also, there is no missing values because all the variables have 1500000 as 'count' which is equal to the number 
of records in the dataset. 

 
Figure 4.1 Displaying details of orginal dataset. 

The training set of independent variables after splitting the data, as shown in Figure 4.2. Here ‘x_train’ data is displayed which 
contains Sales, Quantity, Discount, subcategory, productname columns. It contains 1125000 rows and 6 columns. 

 
Figure 4.2 Training set of x 

Displaying ‘y_train’ data after splitting which contains only Profit column, as shown in Figure 4.3. It has TotalProfit column from 
the dataset and contains 1125000 columns. 

 

 
Figure 4.3 Training set of y 
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The below output shows that the RMSE, one of the two evaluation metrics, is more than 2000 for train data and more than 1000 for 
test data, as shown in Figure 4.4. On the other hand, R-squared value is 100 percent for train data and 100 percent for test data, 
which is an excellent performance. 

 
Figure 4.4 Linear Regression (Train and Test) 

The below output shows that the RMSE and R-squared values for the Ridge Regression model on the training data is more than 
2000 and 100 percent, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.5. For the test data, the result for these metrics is more than 1000 and 100 
percent, respectively. 

 
Figure 4.5 Ridge Regression (Train and Test) 

The below output shows that the RMSE and R-squared values for the Lasso Regression model on the training data is 727 thousand 
and 99 percent, respectively, as shown in Figure 4.6. The results for these metrics on the test data are 741 thousand and 99 percent, 
respectively. Lasso Regression can also be used for feature selection because the coefficients of less important features are reduced 
to zero. 

 
Figure 5.6 LASSO Regression (Test and Train) 
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Here, the comparision between the three regression techniques using their testing sets have been graphically represented, as shown 
in Figure 4.7. There is just a little difference at all between the three accuracy scores.  

 
Figure 4.7 Comparision of Regression Techniques 

 
V.CONCLUSION 

Sales forecasting is a critical part of the strategic planning process and allows a company to predict how their company will perform 
in the future. The performance of the models is summarized below: 
1) Linear Regression Model: Test set RMSE of more than one thousand and R-square of 100 percent. 
2) Ridge Regression Model: Test set RMSE of more than one thousand and R-square of 100 percent. 
3) Lasso Regression Model: Test set RMSE of 741 thousand and R-square of 99.99 percent. 
All the regression models are performing with an excellent R-squared and stable RMSE value. The most ideal result would be an 
RMSE value of zero and R-squared value of 1, but that's almost impossible in real economic datasets. 
There are other iterations that can be done to improve model performance. The value of alpha is assigned to be 0.01, but this can be 
altered to arrive at the optimal alpha value. Cross-validation can also be tried along with feature selection techniques. Various 
Regression models using the scikit-learn library have been implemented here. As for the future enhancement, elastic net regression 
can be used. 
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